We construct an example proving the claim of the title.
Main Fact. Let £ be a reflexive Banach lattice. Suppose that we are given b > 0, \p e Ex*; for n e N, an element \pn e Ex; <f> e E; for q e N, an element ¡p of E; and for p < q and each sequence p < ix < i2 < ■ ■ ■ < i of N, an element <¡>q(ix, -■ -,ip) G E such that the following conditions hold: ',)) dp (6)}\U\dp>b.
Then there exist p < q, p < ix < ■ ■ ■ < i and n such that / \M,(il,...,i,)\dp>b + l.
We now show how to derive the theorem from the fact. Let N = N U {oo}. Let L=(A:Ñ-{0,l};3Hii< ■•• < ip;h(i) = 0 for i * ix,...,ip).
Then L c C(N) is weakly compact. Let / > 0. Consider the map 6¡ from L' to C(N'), given by 6,(hx,..., h,)(nx, ...,«,)= 1 if the number of indexes i for which hi(nj) = l is even, and 6l(hx,...,hl)(nx,...,nl) = 0 otherwise. The map 0¡ is continuous when C(N') is equipped with the pointwise convergence topology, so K, = 0,(L') is a weakly compact set.
For í e N', we denote by ô, the Dirac measure at /. Proposition 1. Let E be a reflexive Banach lattice, and T: E -> C(N') an operator with \\T\\ < 1. Then either Kt <t T(E) or
Proof. The proof is by induction over /. Assume that the result holds for / -1 but not for / (the case / = 1 is identical to the general case). We can assume K, c T(E). There is b < I such that for each (hx,..., h¡) e V there is f(hx,..., hf) in E with For p = 0 we set (11) g-(*i.....*/-i) = weak-Umg (*!,..., A,_x; i).
Finally, we set (12) g(hx,...,h,_x) = weák-Umg(hx,...,h^x)-
We identify N/_1 to N/_1 X (oo) c N'. Let P be the corresponding restriction map from C(Ñ') to C(N'~l). We have ||P ° T\\ < 1. From (7) we see that P°T{f(hx,...,h,)) = P{Ol(hx,...,hl)) = Ol_l(hx,...,hl_x).
Since T is weakly continuous, it follows by (9)- (12) that poT(g(hx,...,hl_x)) = el^x(hx,...,hl_x).
Since b -1 < / -1, the induction hypothesis gives (hx,..., h,_x) e L/_1 and t e Ñ/_1 such that Condition (15) Conditions (9) and (11) Then J is infinite since fi;\p<t>dp > b' and since ¿> is a weak cluster point of {d>q; q e J). Let <j> be a weak cluster point of {\<f>q\; q e J). Let d > 0 be large enough that \\4> -<¡> a d\\E < e/3. Since Ex* is equi-integrable, there exists a > 0 large enough that yeE*^( \y\da^^.
Since d> is a weak cluster point of {|<i>?|; q e J; q > r), there exists a finite subset /' of J, such that q > r for q e J', and numbers aq > 0, LqeJ>aq = 1, with ip«g*,i -tfis < «a License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use So for each n there is q e J' with jH\4>qip"\ dp < e. It follows that there is q e J' such that the set I = {«; / \4>q\p"\dp < e} belongs to ^i. The proof is complete.
Recall that E is represented as a space of measurable functions on (ß, 2, p). For q < ix < i2 < ■ ■ ■ < i let vq(ix,..., iq) be the distribution on Re/+l of the function ß -» R" + 1 given by (16) a -* (+,(«),*,(ii)(«)f..*,(*i'--"/iKw))-If£, = {feE, 11/11 <¿}, let 2" = SuP f l/M/*-
Since £^ is equi-integrable, we have an -» 0. Denote x e Ri+1 by (x,,..., x +1). Let Lq be the set of probabilities v on Ri+1 that satisfy the condition V«, V/'< 6/+ 1, / \x¡\dv(x) < fl".
•
Then L is weakly compact, and vq(ix,...,iq) e Lq for each q < ix < ■ ■ ■ < iq. Hence, we can define
where the limit is in the weak sense. We now fix q. For / < q + 1 we denote by 2, the a-algebra onR,+ 1 generated by the coordinates of rank < i.
Lemma 2. When Rq+l is equipped with v , the sequence (*,•),■< ?+i 's a martingale with respect to the filtration (2,), +1.
Proof. Fix j < q. Let s be a bounded continuous function on Ri/ + 1 that depends only on x,,..., x¡. For a > 0 and for a function /on Rq+l or on ß, we denote by /" its truncation at a and -a: that is, /" = (/ A a) V (-a). The lemma is proved.
The following elementary result is likely to be known; but we do not know a reference for it. Lemma 3. Let A > 0, ij > 0. Then there exists N(A,rj) depending only on A and tj such that for any martingale (Xj)j^q, with \\Xj\\x ^ Aforj < q, we have card{y < q; P([\XJ + X -Xj\> ij}) > r,} < JVU-tj).
Proof. Since A', is the difference of two positive martingales (Yj), (Zf) for which llalli' llalli < ^4, we can suppose that A*. > 0. Let /z = 3j4/tj, so for each j < ^ we haveP({A} > Ä}) < t//3. Let Y¡ « A -A} A /¡.ThenO < Ty < ¿,and £y(Ty+1) > T; for 1 ^j<q.
We have £((y,+1 -t7)2) < £(y/+1) + e(y2) -2e{Yjyj+x) < e(#J -E(r/), soEp11£(T/ + 1 -Y^^h2.Let = {;<î;£(yy+1-yy)2>T,V3}, so card A < 7V(.4, tj) = 2h2/r\2. For j e A we have P({ \Yj+x -Y/\ > tj}) < tj/3, sô ((l^i + i _ %i\ > V}) < V-The proof is complete.
We now prove the Main Fact. Let a be as in Lemma 1. Since the unit ball of E is equi-integrable, there exists r; > 0 such that for x e E, ||x|| < 2a, we have (18) n({|x|>ij})<T}=»||x||1<e/a. The first term is > 1 from (5), the second is < e from (18) and (22), and the third is < 2e, since n e I'. Finally, we have shown that j \xpn4>q(ix,...,i/,n)\du> l + b'-6e>b + l.
The proof is complete.
